In this Newsletter:

Please submit your questions by your upcoming online courses for Fall 2022 and beyond!

Want to Learn about How to Humanize Your Online Course?

4. As the semester continues, you might find our brief guides on assignment design helpful. Participants work on a variety of research and creative writing projects, including the development of tasting protocols, the writing of a short story, and the writing of a research paper. Participants work on a variety of research and creative writing projects, including the development of tasting protocols, the writing of a short story, and the writing of a research paper.

4. The Effective Teaching Committee of the GMU Faculty Senate, which has spent the last five years working to develop the new SET instrument that was approved for use.

3. The performance of all students, with historically underserved students showing the greatest gains. Would you like to create assignments that are more likely to enhance student learning?

2. Because we know you: you’re Mason faculty, and you take that work seriously enough to make a difference in students’ lives, every week.

1. We hear you, and we sympathize. You have worried enough, encouraged enough, stood on enough projects, during enough late nights. You have asked enough of yourself and your students. For many of you, some of the results you’re seeing as you close out the year are enough.

For questions about either of these apps, registration via Blackboard here.

NEW RESOURCES FOR TEACHING WITH WRITING

Hoping to start the summer with a blast of writing productivity? Consider registering for the Virtual Writing Sprints: May 8 – June 13–24!

R E S O U R C E S F O R O N L I N E T E A C H I N G

New Resources for Teaching with Writing

Resources for Teaching with Writing

Hoping to start the summer with a blast of writing productivity? Consider registering for the Virtual Writing Sprints: May 8 – June 13–24!

NEW EDUCATION APPS AVAILABLE: POLLEVERYWHERE AND CLASS BY ZOOM

CLASS BY ZOOM

New Education Apps Available: PollEverywhere and Class by Zoom
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Finally, WAC staff are hearing similar stories from faculty across the university. We can do enough, even more upstream against headwinds of sustained trauma, from illness, injury, trauma, and economic distress. We can do enough, even more together.

Greetings, Friends,

And also, your Stearns Center crew has a slightly different outlook this week too. It’s been a hard year. You have worried enough, encouraged enough, stood on enough projects, during enough late nights. You have asked enough of yourself and your students.

Because we know you: you’re Mason faculty, and you take that work seriously enough to make a difference in students’ lives, every week.

Finally, just a heads-up note about what you can expect to see in next month’s newsletter. As the semester continues, you might find our brief guides on assignment design helpful. Participants work on a variety of research and creative writing projects, including the development of tasting protocols, the writing of a short story, and the writing of a research paper.